This price list is effective from 1 January 2019 and it includes all boating services rendered by ACI marinas. Prices are quoted in HRK and include a 25% Value Added Tax.

Other services not encompassed by this price list but offered according to the marinas’ abilities are charged according to internal price lists of each individual ACI marina, and they are an integral part of this price list and are available on ACI marinas reception desks.

**ACI reserves the right to change the price list without prior notice.**

**ACI MARINAS**

ACI incorporates twenty-two marinas and one anchorage. Eighteen marinas are open all year round, while the remaining four marinas and two anchorages operate only during the season. The ACI marinas which operate all year round are: ACI Umag, ACI Rovinj, ACI Pula, ACI Pomer, ACI Opatija, ACI Cres, ACI Supetarska Draga, ACI Šimuni, ACI Ježera, ACI Vodice, ACI Skradin, ACI Trogir, ACI Split, ACI Milna, ACI Vrboska, ACI Korčula, ACI “Veljko Barbieri” Slano and ACI Dubrovnik.

Seasonal ACI marinas and anchorage (open from 1 April to 31 October):

ACI Rab, ACI Žut, ACI Žut Anchorage, ACI Piškera and ACI Palmižana.

**BERTHS**

Depending on availability, ACI marinas offer the following wet berth categories: daily, monthly, semi-annual winter, semi-annual summer, nine-month (ACI marinas Rovinj and Skradin), and annual; as well as the following categories of dry berths: daily, fifteen-day (ACI Marina Dubrovnik), monthly, semi-annual (ACI marinas Umag, Pomer, Opatija, Cres, S. Draga, Ježera, Vodice, Korčula and Dubrovnik), semi-annual winter, semi-annual summer and annual.

**ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION**

**Berths without an consumption counter**

Electricity consumption for standard boat purposes is included in the price of all berth categories. In ACI Marina Skradin, the use of the 32A 3P (three-phase) electricity connection and higher is paid additionally in the amount of 10% of the price of annual and nine-month wet berth.

ACI marinas Žut and Piškera have limited electricity supply. Electricity is available from 8 a.m. to 12 a.m. and from 6 p.m. to 12 p.m.

**Berths with an consumption counter**

ACI marinas Rovinj and “Veljko Barbieri” Slano, which have consumption counters installed on berths, charge the use of the 32A 3P electricity connection and higher for all berth categories. The prices are indicated in the marinas’ internal price lists.

ACI Marina Pomer, which has consumption counters installed on dry berths, charges the use of electricity connection through a prepaid system.

ACI Marina Dubrovnik, which has consumption counters installed on some berths, offers the option of using the electricity connection through a prepaid system.

**CONSUMPTION OF WATER**

Water consumption for standard boat purposes is included in the price of all berth categories. The exceptions are ACI marinas Rovinj and “Veljko Barbieri” Slano, which have consumption counters installed, and where water is charged according to consumption.

ACI marinas Žut and Piškera have limited water supply. Water is available from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. Consumption of water for boat washing is charged according to the other services price list, by boat length. Stopping at the marina for the purpose of filling water tanks is charged according to the internal price lists of each individual ACI marina. All ACI marinas offer water and electricity supply in accordance with their technical capabilities.
Restriction in electricity or water supplies does not constitute grounds for price change.

**PRICES**

This price list contains prices for all wet berth and dry berth categories; the prices are shown in separate tables for each ACI marina, grouped according to rental periods. Prices are based on the vessel’s length overall (LOA). Length overall is considered to be the total length of the vessel from the foremost part of the bow to the aftermost part of the stern, measured parallel to the waterline (including projections such as the stern platform and the bowsprit).

ACI reserves the right to verify the dimensions of the vessel by measurement and to charge the price based on the actual dimensions (length overall – LOA) obtained by measurement.

**CATAMARANS AND TRIMARANS**

For catamarans and trimarans, the prices of all wet berth or dry berth categories are increased by:

- 25% in ACI marinas Umag and Cres
- 50% in ACI marinas Pula, Pomer, Supetarska Draga, Rab and Šimuni
- 50% in ACI marinas Žut and Piškera only from 13 July to 23 August
- 50% in ACI marinas Milna and Vrboska, except for vessels on daily wet berth from 1 June to 30 September
- 50% in ACI Marina Palmižana from 1 April to 31 May and from 1 October to 31 October
- 80% in ACI marinas Opatija, “Veljko Barbieri” Slano and Korčula
- 80% in ACI Marina Skradin, except for vessels on daily wet berth from 1 June to 30 September
- 80% in ACI Marina Vrboska for vessels on daily wet berth from 1 June to 30 September
- 80% in ACI Marina Palmižana from 1 June to 30 July and from 1 September to 30 September
- 100% in ACI marinas Rovinj, Jezer, Vodice, Trogir, Split and Dubrovnik
- 100% in ACI Marina Skradin for vessels on daily wet berth from 1 June to 30 September
- 100% in ACI Marina Milna for vessels on daily wet berth from 1 June to 30 September
- 100% in ACI Marina Palmižana from 1 August to 31 August

**JET SKIS**

Subject to availability, all ACI marinas offer wet and dry berths for jet skis. All categories of wet or dry berths are listed in the price tables for each individual ACI marina.

**CHARTER ACTIVITY**

For vessels used for charter purposes, the annual berth rental fee increases by 20% in ACI marinas Trogir, Split, “Veljko Barbieri” Slano and Dubrovnik, whereas in other ACI marinas (except for ACI marinas Umag and Cres) the annual berth rental fee increases by 15%. Charter companies which have annual berthing contracts with ACI marinas for 10 or more charter boats may submit a request to ACI’s Nautical Department to sign the Agreement on Payment of Fees According to Annual Berthing Contract.

**BY-BOATS (AUXILIARY BOATS)**

The berth fee for a by-boat (auxiliary boat) is not charged when the auxiliary boat is berthed by the main boat, whether it is in transit or in the marina listed in the contract. When a by-boat (auxiliary boat) uses a separate berth, and the owner holds an annual berth contract, the owner must enter into a separate contract for the by-boat; for all berth categories the fee shall in that case amount to 50% of the commercial berth price.

Entering into an annual contract for the by-boat does not entitle the owner to the membership card – ACI Card.

When a by-boat (auxiliary boat) uses a separate berth, and the main boat is not using an annual berth in an ACI marina, the berth for the by-boat is charged according to the current price list.

**DAILY WET BERTH RENTAL**

*Included in the price:*

- wet berth rental
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, except in ACI marinas Rovinj
Late checkout
A half-day berth can be used in ACI marina Palmižana by 17:00 at the latest. Half-day berth is charged at 50% of the daily berth rate according to the price list and by boat length.

Staying in the marina after the daily berth expiry time is permitted until 6 p.m., subject to available space in the marina in question, and is charged at 50% of the daily berth rate according to boat length as stated in the price list.

If the vessel enters the marina in the period from 7 a.m. (when the reception opens) to midnight, the daily berth fee expires at 2 p.m. on the following day. If the vessel enters the marina before 7 a.m. (e.g. in the period from midnight to 7 a.m. of the same day), the daily berth fee expires at 2 p.m. on the same day. After 2 p.m. another daily berth fee will be charged.

DAILY BERTH ONLINE BOOKING
Daily berths can be reserved by paying in advance via the ACI Mobile App for smartphones and tablets or the ACI Online Booking service on the official ACI website www.aci-marinas.com. The one-off booking fee is charged from 15 June to 15 September and amounts to:

- 30% of the daily berth rate charged by boat length in ACI marinas Skradin, Palmižana and Korčula
- 20% of the daily berth rate charged by boat length in ACI marinas Milna and Vrboska.

The reservation is valid for the day paid for only, and it expires when the next day’s berth fee is charged.

MONTHLY WET BERTH RENTAL
Included in the price:
- wet berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes
- one car parking space in the marina for the use of the berth rental contract holder, subject to the availability of the relevant facilities in the marina.

This service is paid in advance. When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

SEMI-ANNUAL SUMMER WET BERTH RENTAL
Subject to availability, the six-month summer berth rental service can be used in the period from 1 April through 31 October.

Included in the price:
- wet berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes

one car parking space in the marina for the use of the berth rental contract holder, subject to the availability of the relevant facilities in the marina.

This service is paid in advance.

When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

**NINE-MONTH WET BERTH RENTAL**

**ACI marinas Rovinj** and **Skradin** offer a wet berth rental service on a nine-month basis. The Nine-Month Berthing Contract can be entered into at any time of the year provided that the vessel in a nine-month wet berth leaves the marina for three months in the period from 1 June to 30 September. Should the vessel remain in ACI marinas Rovinj or Skradin during this period, daily berth rental fees will be applied (subject to availability), in accordance with the ACI Price List. Nine-month berth rental rates, according to vessel length, are listed in the price table for ACI marinas Rovinj and Skradin.

**Included in the price:**
- wet berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, whereas the use of the 32A 3P electricity connection and higher is charged additionally and is calculated at 10% of the nine-month wet berth rate in ACI Marina Skradin or according to consumption as stated in the Internal Price List of the ACI Marina Rovinj.
- a 50% discount on daily berth rates in all ACI marinas (except Rovinj) from 1 June to 30 September (valid only for contracts entered into in ACI Marina Rovinj).

Holders of nine-month berthing contracts in ACI marinas Rovinj and Skradin automatically become ACI members, entitled to a range of benefits on the presentation of the ACI Card.

This service is paid in advance. The berth rental contract is only valid for ACI marinas Rovinj or Skradin.

When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

**ANNUAL WET BERTH RENTAL**

**Included in the price:**
- wet berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities with showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, except in ACI marinas Rovinj and “Veljko Barbieri” Slano where the electricity connection higher than 32A 3P is charged additionally, and water is charged according to consumption; and in ACI Marina Skradin where electricity connection of 32A 3P and higher is paid extra in the amount of 10% of the price of annual wet berth.

The Annual Berthing Contract is valid for the ACI marina listed in the contract. During the contract period, any change of the marina is possible only by written approval of the ACI Board, and provided surcharge is paid if the vessel is being transferred to a marina in a higher berth price category. If the vessel is being transferred to a marina in a lower berth price category, the difference in price is not refundable.

The annual wet berth service is paid in advance.

The annual berthing contract fee can also be paid in two equal installments with an additional fee of 2% on the annual berth contract amount.

When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

Holders of annual berthing contracts automatically become ACI members, entitled to a range of benefits on presentation of the ACI Card.

An annual berth can be reserved by effecting an advance payment of 30% of the total annual berth rental rate charged by the desired ACI marina, according to ACI’s current price list. Upon receiving confirmation of berth reservation, the ACI marina in question shall send the boat owner an offer for the advance payment. If the guest gives up on using the annual berth after the advance has been paid, ACI d.d. shall not refund the amount paid.
DAILY DRY BERTH RENTAL

Included in the price:
- dry berth rental
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, except in ACI Marina Pomer where the use of the electricity and water connections is charged through a prepaid system.

MONTHLY DRY BERTH RENTAL

Included in the price:
- dry berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of sanitary facilities with showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, except in ACI Marina Pomer where the use of the electricity and water connections is charged through a prepaid system.

This service is paid in advance.
When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

SEMI-ANNUAL DRY BERTH RENTAL

Subject to availability, ACI marinas Umag, Pomer, Opatija, Cres, Supetarska Draga, Jezera, Vodice, Korčula and Dubrovnik offer a year-round dry berth rental service on a six-month basis.

Included in the price:
- dry berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, except in ACI Marina Pomer where the use of the electricity and water connections is charged through a prepaid system.
- one car parking space in the marina for the use of the berth rental contract holder, subject to the availability of the relevant facilities in the marina.

This service is paid in advance.
When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

SEMI-ANNUAL WINTER DRY BERTH RENTAL

Subject to availability, a six-month (winter) dry berth rental service is offered from 1 October to 30 April.

Included in the price:
- dry berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes
- one parking place for a car in the marina for the use of the berth rental contract holder, subject to the availability of the relevant facilities in the marina.

This service is paid in advance.
When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

SEMI-ANNUAL SUMMER DRY BERTH RENTAL

Subject to availability, a six-month (summer) dry berth rental service is offered from 1 April to 31 October.

Included in the price:
- dry berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes

This service is paid in advance.
When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

ANNUAL DRY BERTH RENTAL

Included in the price:
- dry berth rental
- surveillance of the vessel
- use of toilet facilities and showers
- electricity and water consumption for standard boat purposes, except in ACI Marina Pomer where the use of the electricity and water connections is charged through a prepaid system.

An annual dry berth rental contract is valid for the ACI marina listed on the contract only. Annual dry berth service is paid in advance. Annual berth contract
fee can also be paid in two equal installments with an additional fee of 2% on annual berth contract amount (including boat cradles/supports).

During the contract period, any change of the marina is possible only by written approval of the ACI Board, and provided a surcharge is paid if the vessel is being transferred to a marina in a higher berth price category. If the vessel is being transferred to a marina in a lower berth price category, the difference in price is not refundable.

Holders of annual dry berth rental contracts automatically become ACI members, entitled to a range of benefits on presentation of the ACI Card.

When the contract expires, the vessel must leave the marina by 2 p.m. on the following day.

**OTHER SERVICES**

The ACI marinas Price List 2019 also includes other services as follows:

- use of a crane
- use of a travel lift
- use of a mast derrick
- rental of boat cradle and supports
- water consumption for boat washing
- washing of the boat’s underwater hull with a high pressure pump
- additional services (depending on availability in individual marinas)
- other fees

**Note:** Price for one crane/travel lift operation includes washing of the boats’ underwater hull with a high pressure pump.

By ordering 2 crane/travel lift operations, the following is included in the price: 3 days of land storage with the use of wooden/metal supports and one washing of the boat’s underwater hull with a high pressure pump.

Two crane/travel lift services should be planned ahead and paid in advance.

**Performing secondary activities in the nature of small-scale services by natural and legal persons who occasionally enter the concession area of an ACI marina**

Occasional performance of secondary activities in the nature of small-scale services (small technical services, photographic services, a variety of craft services, etc.) by natural and legal persons in the concession area of an ACI marina attracts a daily or annual fee.

For performing such activities on a daily basis, a daily fee is charged according to the current additional services price list, while for performing such activities on an annual basis an application must be submitted at the relevant ACI marina’s reception and a contract must be signed.

**BENEFITS FOR REGATTA ORGANISERS**

Regatta organisers are granted a 30% discount on daily berth rates. The discount is not available from 15 June to 15 September.

To be entitled to the discount, the regatta organiser is obliged to submit at the marina reception desk the proof of the registration of their regatta in the Croatian Sailing Federation Regatta Calendar and the list of vessels participating in the event.

**BENEFITS FOR FLOTILLA HOLIDAY OPERATORS**

Flotilla holiday operators are granted a 10% discount on daily berth rates (for 5 or more vessels).

The discount is not available from 15 June to 15 September. The exceptions are ACI marinas Piškera and Žut, where the discount is available all year round.

**ACI CARD – SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR ACI MEMBERS**

The ACI Card is a membership card intended only for boaters who have entered into the Annual Berthing Contract in one of the ACI marinas, the Nine-Month Berthing Contract in ACI marinas Rovinj or Skradin, or the annual combination of the Semi-Annual Wet Berthing Contract and the Semi-Annual Dry Berthing Contract. Charter companies, i.e. vessels owned by charter companies moored on an annual berth in ACI marinas, are also entitled to the ACI Card and all the benefits offered by it.

On the presentation of their ACI Card, ACI Card holders are entitled to the following benefits:
- a 30% discount on daily wet berth rates in all ACI marinas from 1 January to 31 May and from 1 October to 31 December*, except in ACI marinas Šimuni and Veljko Barbieri where the discount of 30% is valid throughout the year.

- a 20% discount on daily wet berth rates in all ACI marinas from 1 June to 30 September*

- a 50% discount on daily, monthly, and semi-annual** dry berth rates is granted to holders of the Annual Wet Berthing Contract, either in the ACI marina listed on the contract or in a different ACI marina, subject to availability, during the validity period of the Annual Wet Berthing Contract***

- 3 days on a wet berth free of charge, in the marina listed in the contract, for holders of the Annual Dry Berthing Contract, during the validity period of the contract***

- 3 days on a dry berth free of charge (rental of boat cradles/supports is not charged), either in the ACI marina listed in the contract or in a different ACI marina, subject to availability, for holders of the Annual Wet Berthing Contract, during the validity period of the contract; when using 2 crane or travel lift operations, this is added to the days included in the crane/travel lift service, for a total of 6 days in a dry berth free of charge***

- one car parking space in the marina for the use of the berth rental contract holder subject to the availability of the relevant facilities in the marina

- a 50% discount on apartment accommodation in ACI Marina Cres from 1 October to 31 March

- no booking fee charged for daily berth reservations via the ACI mobile app or the ACI online booking service at www.aci-marinas.com;

- a 4,000 HRK discount on the annual berth rental price will be granted for the following year to any current ACI guest who brings a new client entering into an annual berth rental contract for one of the following ACI marinas: Umag, Pula, Pomer, Cres, Supetarska Draga, Šimuni, Milna, Vrboska or “Veljko Barbieri” Slano (not valid for transfers of vessels from other ACI marinas)

- ACI Card members who are not members of Sea Help are granted a 50% discount on all Sea Help technical services once a year (Sea Help membership fee excluded)

*does not apply to the anchorage Žut
**except in ACI marina Umag
***not valid in case of the use of the annual combination of the Semi-Annual Wet Berthing Contract and the Semi-Annual Dry Berthing Contract

MORE ACI MARINAS OFFERS!

Take advantage of the following marina combination daily berth packages and get an additional daily berth for free*:

- 2+1 free of charge in ACI marinas: Šimuni, “Veljko Barbieri” Slano (the benefit can be combined)

- ACI marinas Žut and Piškera – 2 + 1 free and 1 + 1 + 1 free

- 15% discount on the annual berth rate in ACI marinas Umag, Pula, Pomer, Cres, Supetarska Draga, Milna, Vrboska and Korčula for the first year to the new clients and existing ACI clients for bringing the second and each subsequent vessel (subject to availability)**

*The aforementioned applies only in the case of consecutive dates. Does not apply to the anchorage Žut; for 2 paid daily berths, the third daily berth is free of charge; for one paid daily berth in ACI Žut and one paid daily berth in ACI Piškera, the second daily berth in ACI Piškera is free of charge and vice versa.

**Exclusively for private and legal persons whose vessels are used not for commercial, but for private purposes.

The benefits listed are valid from 1 January to 31 December 2019. Discounts cannot be combined.

All prices in HRK (Croatian kuna). Either HRK or EUR are accepted from foreign nationals. If the payment is made in EUR, prices from the price list are converted according to the mid-market rate published by the Croatian National Bank and valid on payment day.

ACI d.d. does not assume responsibility for any printing mistakes.